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Stability analysis of advanced regime tokamaks is presented. Here advanced regimes are defined 
to include configurations where the ratio of the bootstrap current, I,,, to the total plasma 
current, rp, approaches unity, and the normalized stored energy, @, = 80?r(p2) “2a/IpB0, has a 
value greater than 4.5. Here, p is the plasma pressure, a the minor radius in meters, Ip is in 
mega-amps, B0 is the magnetic field in Tesla, and ( * ) represents a volume average. Specific 
scenarios are discussed in the context of Toroidal Physics Experiment (TPX) [Proceedings of the 
20th European Physical Society Conference on Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics, Lisbon, 
1993, edited by J. A. Costa Cabral, M. E. Manso, F. M. Serra, and F. C. Schuller (European 
Physical Society, Petit-Lancy, 1993), p. I-801. The best scenario is one with reversed shear, in 
the q profile, in the central region of the tokamak. The bootstrap current obtained from the 
plasma profiles provides 90% of the required current, and is well aligned with the optimal 
current profile for ideal magnetohydrodynamic stability. This configuration is stable up to p*N 
z 6.8, if the external boundary conditions are relaxed to those corresponding to an ideal 
structure at a moderate distance of approximately 1.3 times the minor radius. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The economic competitiveness of tokamak reactors 
can be enhanced by achieving the highest possible stable 
value of p* while simultaneously minimizing the external 
sources of current drive. Here fl*=2pco(‘) l/‘/B;, is a 
measure of the fusion reactivity of the plasma, with p rep- 
resenting the plasma pressure, B0 the vacuum magnetic 
field at the geometric center of the plasma, and ( * ) rep- 
resents a volume average. Another useful measure of the 
stored energy in a plasma is, fl=2pc(p)/B$ It is related to 
p* through a parameter describing the peakedness of the 
pressure profile, p (0) /(p> , where p( 0) is the pressure at 
the magnetic axis, we will use both definitions as appropri- 
ate in this report. For the equilibria discussed in this report 
an approximate empirical relation between them is given 
by the expression, ~=fl[O.8+0.17p(O)/()]. In the con- 
text of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) stability the ratio 
of p to the quantity IdaBO, often referred to as the Troyon 
coefficient, PN, is a useful measure. It can also be expressed 
as PN=807r(p)a/IpBo, where a is the minor radius mea- 
sured in meters, Ip is measured in mega-amps, B,, in Tesla. 
We will refer to the property, pN> 3.5, as a feature of the 
advanced tokamak regime. This corresponds approxi- 
mately to fl* > 4.51/( a B,) . 

The current drive requirement can be reduced to ac- 
ceptable levels, for steady-state operation, by fully utilizing 
the bootstrap driven current, Ias. It is clearly desirable to 
obtain, f as= IBs/IpZ 1. In the past, several studies have 
sought to maximize the p limit from the MHD stability 
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viewpoint, and considerable literature describing the desir- 
able profile features for /3 optimization is available. 1-3 How- 
ever these studies paid scant attention to related bootstrap 
current issues. The two principal issues are, the value of 
fBs and the detailed profile distribution. In particular it 
should be noted that while it is relatively easy to design a 
plasma configuration with fss- 1, aligning the bootstrap 
current with an MHD stable profile is much more difficult. 
With this in mind, we define the regime where these crite- 
ria, i.e., high p*, and high fas with good alignment, are 
satisfied to be the advanced tokamak regime. Accessing 
this regime is one of the missions of Toroidal Physics Ex- 
periment (TPX).4 It is a diverted tokamak which has an 
aspect ratio of 4.5, with a major radius, R=2.25 m, and a 
minor radius, a =0.5 m. The cross section is D shaped with 
an elongation of 1.8 and triangularity equal to 0.5, when 
measured at the flux surface which corresponds to 95% of 
the flux difference between the magnetic axis and the seper- 
atrix. The magnetic field is designed to be 4 T at R =2.25 
m, and it is capable of carrying a plasma current up to 2 
MA. We present the results of extensive theoretical 
searches for plasma configurations in the advanced toka- 
mak regime, in the context of TPX. 

The p limit is set by one of several ideal MHD insta- 
bilities. 

In order to determine the p limit it is necessary to 
determine the stability of the equilibrium with respect to 
several ideal MHD instabilities. These include, modes with 
toroidal mode number ranging from 1 to 00, under the 
influence of a variety of appropriate boundary conditions. 
The equilibrium with the lowest threshold sets the B limit, 
which will be designated here as pN1 with a corresponding 
value of /?$, . In practice it is sufficient to analyze modes 
with 1 <n<5 and at the high-n limit, the ballooning modes. 
Note that the n = 0 mode is not included in this set because 
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it represents an instability that can in fact be controlled 
through the placement of external passive stabilizers sup- 
plemented by feedback control. Other low-n modes may 
also be stabilized by similar techniques. In order to simu- 
late this effect we will designate flN3, and & as the thresh- 
old for instability with a conducting wall placed at a radius 
of 1.3 times the minor radius. This approximation of the 
effect of wall stabilization is supported by detailed analysis 
of the available superstructure in TPX for mode 
stabilization.5 

In order to reduce the external current drive require- 
ments, we seek to maximize the bootstrap current, I,,. 
Ideally we would like to achieve Ias=lp, but any value 
approaching unity would greatly improve the chances of 
running the tokamak as a steady-state device. While in- 
creasing the bootstrap current it is imperative to examine 
its distribution and ensure that its profile is aligned with 
the profile which yields the best stability properties. The 
bootstrap fraction, fBSdBS/lp can be expressed as 

f BS = ~“2&udCBS t 
where E is the inverse 
&,l = 47?a2 Cp) ( I+ 2) /,u&, and CBS is ~~~cienr$~~ 
pendent on parameters which specify the current, density, 
and temperature profiles. 

For fixed peakedness of the pressure profile fss in- 
creases as the self-inductance ii increases. Here 
li=2F’( B&,r)/(R&$). However, as Ii is increased, the 
bootstrap current profile peaks at increasingly larger radii, 
in terms of the normalized flux, leading to poor alignment 
with the desired current profile. A compromise must there- 
fore be sought between these two opposing trends. 

Some of the more important features of this depen- 
dency are increasing the peakedness of the density or tem- 
perature profile increases f as, however, the density profile 
has the stronger effect. Peaking the pressure profile causes 
Ias to peak at a smaller radius. For fixed li, f as increases 
strongly with increasing density profile peakedness, the 
bootstrap alignment also improves. Details of these depen- 
dencies are available in Ref. 6. 

II. RESULTS 

A plasma equilibrium is specified by prescribing the 
plasma boundary shape and the pressure and parallel cur- 
rent density profiles, p( $) and ((J* B)/(B * V$)) ($J). 
Here $ is the poloidal flux, normalized to have the value 
zero at the axis and unity at the plasma edge. The plasma 
shape is defined by 

x=R+a cos(e+s sin 81, 
.z=fca sin 8. 

Here R=2.25 m, a=0.5 m, K= 1.8, and S=OS. 
The functional forms for the profiles are 

PC@) =po( l-$>% 

(1) 

ad2$( l-$)2 
gg) ($1 =Jo( l-PJP+ (q--ao)‘+df. 

(2) 

The parameterspe, a*’ Jo, a$, BJ, ci, d, and ao, are used to 
vary the profiles. The functional forms for the pressure and 
the first term of the (J * B) profile are familiar, the second 
term in the expression for (J * B), enables shear reversal, 
by peaking the current off axis. In this term the coefficient 
a0 helps determine the location of the peak in the current 
profile and thus indirectly the location of the minimum in 
the shear. Likewise o, determines the degree of shear re- 
versal, and d the width of the region of shear reversal. 

In order to determine the bootstrap current we pre- 
scribe a temperature profile and compute the density pro- 
file from the pressure and temperature profiles, The tem- 
perature profiles for the electrons, T,, and the ions, ri, are 
such that T,= Ti= T(+), which has the form, 

and the density profile is given as 

n(JI) = P(rc) 
u+Z-‘)T(~) - 

Here, z= nJni represents the average ion charge and is set 
equal to 1.25 and a Z&=2.0 was used for all the cases. 
Note that fixing the pressure and (J* B) profiles deter- 
mines the stability properties of an equilibrium. The tem- 
perature profile can therefore be varied to align the boot- 
strap current profile without affecting the stability 
properties. 

Numerical accuracy plays an important role in the 
study of high-p advanced regime tokamaks. This is due 
partly to the strong magnetic shift and the resultant dis- 
tortions of the flux surfaces, as well as due to the large 
gradients that are often encountered near the plasma edge. 
We have used the JSOLVER' code to compute highly accu- 
rate equilibria. 

The stability analysis was performed using several 
codes. These include the ideal MHD codes, PEST,' 
CAMINO,~ and for analysis of resistive effects the PIES1' 
code. 

In determining the B limit due to ballooning modes, we 
have used the criterion that a& magnetic surfaces in the 
plasma satisfy this criterion+ 

We have examined a variety of equilibria and report 
the best results achieved for four main classes of equilibria. 
These will be referred to as the (a) conventional shear, (b) 
reversed shear, (c) ARIES-I,” and (d) ARIES-II” con- 
figuration. We will present detailed analysis for the first 
two cases and a brief summary of the latter two cases. We 
summarize the results for all four cases in Table I, details 
of each follow. The equilibrium profiles for the standard 
and reversed shear cases are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

The optimization procedure involved: (a) selecting the 
exponent of the pressure profile, (b) adjusting the current 
profile to maximize the stable /3, (c) adjusting the temper- 
ature profile to optimize the bootstrap current alignment, 
subject to the condition that the density profile is reason- 
able, i.e., avoiding hollow or very peaked profiles, with 
@d(p)) > 2. An exception to this requirement is the 
supershot-type profiles which are not discussed here. This 
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TABLE I. Maximum stable TN values for four configurations in TPX 
with the corresponding bootstrap fractions, fas. p*& is the value with the 
conducting shell at b= CO, and I?$$,, for b= 1.h. 

Configuration 

Conventional shear 
Reversed shear 
ARIES-I 
ARIES-II 

‘Requires b= 1.22~. 

ia fBS I?% fBS 

4.3 0.41 5.2 0.47 
2.5 0.39 6.8 0.92 
3.5 0.48 5.8 0.80 
3.3 0.50 7.v 1.0 

procedure was then iterated to determine the optimal pro- 
files. At each step as p is increased the entire procedure 
must be followed to ensure consistency. It should be noted 
that if we omit step (c) then the fi limit increases above the 
values reported here. The requirement of bootstrap current 
alignment sets the limits in the choice of the pressure pro- 
file, both in shape and magnitude. In these studies gener- 
ally we have attempted to keep the total current fixed for 
the particular class of equilibria under study, as we vary 
the other profile parameters to optimize the p limit. 
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FIG. 1. Profiles of the total and bootstrap currents and the q profiles for 
(a) the conventional shear case and (b) the reversed shear case. The 
current profiles are plotted with the same arbitrary normalization selected 
to fit on the graph. 
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FIG. 2. Profiles of the pressure, temperature, and density profiles for (a) 
the conventional shear case and (b) the reversed shear case. 

Conventional shear tokamak. This conforms to the 
conventional high-/Y?, high-current, first stability mode of 
operation with qaxis - 1. The emphasis is on getting the 
highest /? without violating the requirement of alignment of 
the bootstrap current. The profile parameters are ap= 1.25, 
aJ=l, flJ=l.525, o=O.O, 8=1.0, aT1=l, and &=l.O. 
Figure 3 shows the critical p, expressed in terms of PN, for 
instabilities with n= 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. These are shown for 
boundary conditions corresponding to the wall at infinity, 
b= CO, and at 6= 1.3~. The region of stability lies below 
each curve. It is noted that only the points corresponding 
to integer n are meaningful. As expected, here the n = 1 
external kink with b= 00, has the lowest threshold with 
fiN=: 3.5 which implies & - 4.3. If the stabilizing influence 
of the wall is invoked, the fi limit is determined by high-n 
ballooning modes, and is given by pNz 4.1, corresponding 
to BX3 - 5.2. As mentioned earlier ignoring the bootstrap 
constraint allows higher stable fi values, however, the re- 
sulting bootstrap current will exceed the optimal current 
locally, leading to a local overdrive. Experimentally this 
means that a compensating negative current will have to be 
driven in this region to restore the optimal current profile 
shape, clearly an undesirable situation. 

Reversed shear tokamak. This mode seeks to maximize 
fi* and fBs simultaneously with good alignment. It iS 
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n 

FIG. 3. Thresholds for onset of low-n external kinks with a conducting 
wall at infinity, solid curve, and at b= 1.3a, broken curve, for the con- 
ventional shear case. The ballooning unstable region is shown by the 
shaded region marked B  and is valid at n= 00. 

characterized by a hollow current profile leading to a non- 
monotonic q profile, see Fig. 1. The profile parameters are 
a,=2.0, aJ=l, pJ=l.O, a=62.8, 8=0.67, aTl=2.75, 
&-i = 1 .O, arz = 1.5, and prz = 8. The shear reversal in the 
core of the discharge plays an important role in stabilizing 
high-n ballooning modes, and allows for a fairly peaked 
pressure profile, which is conducive to having a large boot- 
strap fraction with good alignment. The core region, the 
inner 75% in terms of the physical radius, has free access 
to the second stability regime while the outer, 25% region 
remains in the first stability regime. The b= 00, low-n sta- 
bility (see Fig. 4) is, however, quite restrictive and the 
a, z 2.5. Invoking wall stabilization dramatically raises 
the fl lim it above PN=5, corresponding to & z 6.8. In 
order to understand this relatively new mode of operation, 
we undertook several studies on the importance of different 
aspects of the reversed shear profiles. In particular we ex- 
amined the role of qais, qmin, the location of qmin as well as 
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FIG. 4. Thresholds for onset of low-n external kinks with a conducting 
wall at intinity, solid curve, and at b= 1.3a, broken curve, for the reversed 
shear case. The ballooning unstable region is shown as in Fig. 2. 

the relative gradients in the shear. Some of the key findings 
were as follows. The choice of qmin plays a critical role, it is 
important to keep CI m in greater than unity and preferably 
above 1.5 to avoid the m /n= l/l mode, where m  is the 
poloidal mode number. Keeping it above 1.5 helped to 
stabilize the 3/2 resistive mode. The role of qmis was less 
critical, except for the requirement to keep qaxis> qmin to 
ensure some degree of shear reversal. In the context of the 
s-a diagram, ” this allows the core region of the plasma to 
pass in the negative s plane deep into the second-stable 
regime in terms of a, and then to return to low values of a 
when s becomes positive in the outer regions of the plasma, 
The location of the shear m inimum plays a role in aligning 
the bootstrap fraction as well as in determining the stability 
to low-n external kinks, in the presence of the stabilizing 
shell. The external kink mode that is observed in these 
plasmas is a pressure-driven kink. This means that it has a 
strong coupling of the dominant external mode with non- 
resonant internal poloidal modes. This coupling is stron- 
gest in the vicinity of the m inimum of the shear. Locating 
this m inimum closer to the plasma edge makes these 
modes more susceptible to external shell stabilization. 

ARIES-I. This mode of operation, similar to that used 
in the ARIES-I reactor study, gives a good compromise 
between high j3 and high BP, which is required to raise the 
bootstrap fraction. The profiles are similar to those of the 
conventional shear scenario, except that qaxis is raised to 
1.5 from unity. This improves stability to ballooning modes 
and also raises the bootstrap current. The profile parame- 
ters are ap=2+09 aJ=l, /3,=3.4, o=O.O, 8=1.0, aT1=l, 
and flrr = 1 .O. The /3 lim its are fi%, = 3.5 and p*N3 = 5.8; here 
fns=O.8 and the bootstrap alignment is reasonable. 

ARIES-II. This configuration is designed to have di- 
rect access to second stability across the plasma cross sec- 
tion. The key here is to lower the plasma current to allow 
easy access to high /3,,. It has qaxis)2, peaked current and 
pressure profiles and has Ias/rP- 1. Note that the second 
stable regime lies above an unstable region for 
3.5~P~~4.8. The profile parameters are, up= 1.5, aJ= 1, 
pJ= 1.325, a=O.O, 6= 1.0, aT1 = 1.5, and PTI = 1.0. The /3 
lim its are j3%, = 3.3 and p*N3= 7.0, and f ns= 1. This con- 
figuration has the lowest plasma current ( =: 1 MA). Con- 
sequently even though fig may be large, the absolute value 
of /3* is low, equal to 3.2. Note also that the external shell 
requirements are more stringent with the effective wall dis- 
tance being 1.22. 

To assess tearing mode stability we have used the 
three-dimensional PIES code to calculate the saturated is- 
land widths for a conventional shear profile and a reversed 
shear profile. This study shows that the reversed shear con- 
figuration is surprisingly robust and develops fewer and 
smaller islands compared to the conventional shear case, 
see Fig. 5. The conventional shear case shows a strong 2/l 
mode which in turn drives islands near the q=3 and q=4 
surfaces, so that the outer portion of the tokamak becomes 
stochastic as about 30% of the plasma cross-section fills 
with islands. This was observed at a relatively low value of 
B= 1%. Increasing the pressure causes more deterioration 
of the surfaces which puts the problem beyond the scope of 
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(b) 

FIG. 5. Poincart plots of the magnetic field showing the three- 
dimensional saturated equilibrium state for (a) the conventional shear, at 
fl= 1%. and (b) the reversed shear configurations, at p=3%. Note 
that at much higher B  the reversed shear configuration has fewer and 
smaller islands. 

our calculation. In contrast, at B of 3%, in the reversed 
shear case, we observe a modest 5/4 island and no evidence 
of the numerous higher-n islands observed in the conven- 
tional profile case. This study gives a clear indication that 
the reversed shear profile also has superior tearing mode 
stability as compared to the conventional shear profile. 

III. DISCUSSION 

In this study we have identified several configurations 
with the potential of operating as advanced regime toka- 
maks. We have examined their MHD stability and shown 
that stable profiles with bootstrap fractions close to unity 
with good alignment are achievable at high @g values. 
They hold the promise of economical steady-state reactors. 
A major unresolved issue is the role of external boundary 
conditions to stabilize the kink modes in steady-state op- 
eration. Experiments in DIII-D13 and Princeton Beta Ex- 
periment (PBX-M), have indicated14 that this may be a 
justified assumption. However, more work is required in 
this area. Theoretical results in this area will be presented 
at a later date. 

The reversed shear mode is of particular interest as it 
has other favorable features. A study15 of toroidal drift 
modes shows that the reversed shear configuration has su- 
perior m icroinstability properties, with promising implica- 
tions for transport behavior. These results combined with 

the MHD stability described above make this a promising 
candidate for a steady-state configuration. Finally, we note 
that several experiments t6*17 have demonstrated various as- 
pects of the reversed shear configuration, indicating that 
accessing this regime is a practical possibility. 
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